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In our calculations and 1-D multiple lightning activity model 
(Baker et al. 1995, 1999) we assume thunderstorm charging due 
exclusively to the non-inductive mechanism (Reynolds et al. 
(1957), Takahashi (1978), Jayaratne et al. (1983), Baker et al. 
(1987)).

The non-inductive 
mechanism involves 
rebounding collisions 
between graupel pellets 
(growing by riming) & 
ice crystals (growing by 
vapour diffusion) which 
then separate under 
gravity to produce a dipole. Saunders (1993)



Thus, charge separation requires coexistence of graupel, ice 
crystals, supercooled droplets within charging zone.

Strong evidence (field, laboratory, computations) exists that non-
inductive process generally dominant.

However, we have little field evidence bearing on thunderstorm 
charging from outside USA. Need global information.



Data from TRMM LIS & Microwave Imager (37 & 85 GHz). 
Thunderstorms with highest frequency of lightning have most 
pronounced microwave scattering signatures (Blyth et al. 2001).
(Kevin Driscoll)

Log-linear relationship between number of optical lightning pulses from    
each storm and corresponding microwave brightness temperatures T.

85 GHz brightness temperature 37 GHz brightness temperature



Relationships consistent throughout seasons in variety of 
regimes (12 sites encompassing 5 continents; also oceanic). 

Suggesting globally valid relationships between lightning 
activity and thundercloud precipitation ice content.

i.e. that graupel pellets play a crucial role in thundercloud 
charging.



Results Results –– Petersen et al. 2005Petersen et al. 2005



Results Results –– Precitation ice mass for Precitation ice mass for all 11 all 11 stormsstorms

Data from AL in red, Data from High Plains in black

Precipitation ice mass correlates well with total lightning, 
r = 0.93
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Data from AL in red, Data from High Plains in black

Non precipitation ice mass correlates well with                 
total lightning, r = 0.93

Results Results –– NonNon--precipitation ice for precipitation ice for all 11 all 11 stormsstorms
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However, only two viable graupel-based charging mechanisms:
- non-inductive process and
- inductive mechanism, involving rebounding collisions 
between graupel and supercooled water droplets. 

Data shows that lightning activity increases as T diminishes. This 
supports non-inductive process but is inconsistent with  inductive 
mechanism because, as T decreases (i.e. as altitude increases) 
numbers & sizes of ice crystals will increase and concentrations of 
supercooled water droplets will decrease.

Thus, these TRMM and ground-based measurements support   
proposition that non-inductive process is globally dominant.


